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GALOIS GROUPS OF MAXIMAL ̂ -EXTENSIONS

ROGER WARE

Abstract. Let p be an odd prime and F a field of characteristic different

from p containing a primitive p\h root of unity. Assume that the Galois group

G of the maximal p-extension of F has a finite normal series with abelian

factor groups. Then the commutator subgroup of G is abelian. Moreover, G

has a normal abelian subgroup with pro-cyclic factor group. If, in addition, F

contains a primitive p2th root of unity then G has generators {x,y¡}jeI with

relations y¡yj = yjy¡ and xy¡x~l = y'+1 where q = 0 or q = p" for some

n > 1 . This is used to calculate the cohomology ring of G , when G has finite

rank. The field F is characterized in terms of the behavior of cyclic algebras

(of degree p) over finite p-extensions.

In what follows p will be a fixed odd prime and F will be a field of
characteristic different from p containing a primitive pth root of unity a>.

Let F(p) denote the maximal Galois extension of F whose Galois group

Gf(p) = Ga\(F(p)/F) is a pro-p-group. An extension K/F is called a p-

extension if K ç F(p). Note that if K/F is a p-extension with [K : F] = p

then K/F is Galois and K = F(</d), for some d £ F .
The cyclic algebra (or "symbol algebra") generated over F by elements u, v ,

subject to relations up = a, vp = b, and uv = œvu, will be denoted (a, b)F

or simply (a, b) when no confusion is possible. Recall that (a, b) = 0 in the

Brauer group, Br(F), if and only if b is a norm from F(-tfa) ; in particular,

since p is odd, (a1, aj) = 0 in Br(F), for all a £ F = F\{0} and all i, j.

If G is a pro-p-group we set 77'(C7) = H'(G, Z/pZ). From Merkurjev and

Suslin's work [MS], an element of order p in the Brauer group is a product of

cyclic algebras so is, in particular, split by F(p). Hence, from Galois cohomol-

ogy we have a commutative diagram

F/FP x F/FP -^-^     Brp(F)

Hx(GF(p))xHx(GF(p)) —^ H2(GF(p))

where Brp F denotes the subgroup of the Brauer group consisting of elements of

order p . Moreover, if K = F(<fd), G = GF(p), 77 = GK(p), and G = C7/77

then the cohomology sequence 0 —> HX(G) —> HX(G) ™ HX(H) corresponds to
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the sequence 1 —► (a)p -> F/Fp -> K/Kp induced by F ç K, where (a)p is

the cyclic subgroup of F/Fp generated by aFp .

All groups considered here are profinite, homomorphisms are continuous,

subgroups are closed, and generating set means topological generating set.

It should be mentioned that when p — 2 results analogous to those in this

paper can be deduced from [JW, Theorems 2.1, 2.3, and Lemma 4.1] and [W,

Theorems 4.1, 4.5, and Corollary 4.6]. For other related results the reader is

referred to Geyer's paper [G], when G is a "solvable" subgroup of the absolute

Galois group of the field of rational numbers, and to Becker's paper [B], in the

case that G is the absolute Galois group of a formally real field.

Definition. An element a in F\FP is p-rigid if (a, b) = 0 in Br(F) implies

b £ a'Fp for some i > 0. The field F is called p-rigid if every element in

F\FP is p-rigid and F is hereditarily p-rigid if every p-extension is p-rigid.
Note that F is hereditarily p-rigid iff every finite p-extension is p-rigid.

Example. If F is a local field with residue field of characteristic not equal to

p then F is hereditarily p-rigid. Further examples are given in the Corollary

and Example following the proof of Theorem 3.

Theorem 1. For the field F the following statements are equivalent:

(a) F is hereditarily p-rigid.
(b) There is an exact sequence 1 —► Zp —► GF(p) —> Zp —> 1, for some index

set I, where Zp denotes the infinite procyclic p-group.

(c) The commutator subgroup of GF(p) is abelian.

The proof of Theorem 1 requires several lemmas:

Lemma 1. Let p(p) be the group of all p-power roots of unity inside F(p). If

p(p) <£ F then Ga\(F(p(p))/F) 2 Zp .

Proof. We fix, inside F(p), a system of primitive roots of unity cox = to,

co2,a>3,... chosen so that oft = ft7,_i for all /. Then F(p(p)) =

F(ojj\i = 1,2,...). Choose I > 1 so that a>¡ £ F and coi+x $ F. De-

fine x on F(p(p)) by x(co¡+m) = o/^ . Then restricted to F(<yI+m), x has

order pm and hence Ga\(F(p(p))/F) is generated by x .

For any field K and a £ K we set [a] = aKp . Recall that (a)p denotes the

cyclic subgroup of K/Kp generated by [a].

Lemma 2. Let K/F be a cyclic extension of degree p with generator o. For

ß£K, K«fß) is Galois over F if and only if [aß] = [ß].

Proof. First assume K({fß)/F is a Galois extension. Then {faß £ K(ifß)

so [aß] £ (ß)p (by Kummer theory). If [oß] = [ß]' with 1 < i < p then

in K/kp, [N(ß)] = [/J]1+'+'2+ ••+'""' where A: K -» F is the norm. Since

jP-i + ip-2+... + i2 + i+i= y (modp), [N(ß)] = [ß] and, because N(ß) £ F ,

this implies [aß] - [ß].

Conversely, if [aß] = [ß] then K({fß) = K({fö~ß) and K({fß)/F is a
Galois extension.

Lemma 3. Let K = F«fd), d i FP, and let G = Gal(K/F). If G acts
trivially on K/Kp then K/Kp = (Vd)„ x e(F/Fp), where e is the map induced

by F CK.
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Proof. By Hochschild-Serre [S, 1-15] there is an exact sequence

0 _» 77' (G) -» H\GF(p)) -=♦ Hx(GK(p)f^H2(G)

and since H2(G) = Z/pZ, either res is surjective or its image has index p in

Hx(GK(p))° ■ Since (K/Kpf = 7(/7Í:p , this means the image of e has index p

or 1 in Tí/Tv"" . If [#7] g Ime then ifd = uyP with u£F, y£K. Then oí =

A(v^) = (uN(y))P £Fp,a contradiction. Hence K/K" = (<fd)p xe(F/FP).

Recall that for an odd prime p there exist (up to isomorphism) only two

nonabelian groups of order p3, namely:

Type Ei : Generators x, y, t and relations xp = yp — tp — 1, xyx~xy~x - t,

xt = tx, yt = ty .

1   _ vp+\Type E2 : Generators x, y and relations xp =yp = 1, xyx  ' = y

Lemma 4. (1) F is p-rigid if and only if no group of type Ex occurs as a Galois
group over F.

(2) If F is p-rigid and contains a primitive p2th root of unity then no group

of type E2 occurs as a Galois group over F ; hence, in this case, every Galois

extension of degree p3 is abelian.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of [MN, Theorem 14].

Lemma 5. Let P be a p-subgroup of the symmetric group Sp2. If every subgroup

of order p3 in P is abelian then P is abelian.

Proof. We may assume \P\ = p" > p3. The proof proceeds by induction on n

so we assume that every subgroup of F of order p"~' is abelian.

We first show that every element in F has order < p. If not, then F

contains an element y of order p2. This element must be a p2-cycle and

hence its centralizer in F is the cyclic subgroup, (y), generated by y. Since

\P\ > p3, the center of F, Z(P), is properly contained in (y) and because F

is a p-group it follows that Z(P) = (yp).

Now let 77 be a normal subgroup of F of order pn~2 > p . Then, because

77 is normal in the p-group F, the usual argument shows that \Z(P) n 771 > 1

and since |Z(F)| = p we conclude that Z(P) < 77. Moreover, 77 is abelian

by the induction assumption.

Case 1. y £ H. Then (y) = 77 (because 77 is abelian and the centralizer of y

is (y)). Choose z £ P\H. Then zy ^yz so 77(z) is nonabelian. If \z\ =p

then

iff<z>i = S="""■"="""•

a contradiction. If \z\ = p2 then by the argument in the second paragraph

of this proof (applied there to y of order p2) we have Z(P) = (zp), hence

zp £ 77. Then |77(z)| = (p"~2 -p2)/p = p""1 , likewise a contradiction.

Case 2. y £ 77. Since |77| > p there exists h in H with hy ^ yh. However,

77 n (y) = (yp) in this case, yielding |77(y)| = p"~x , once again contradicting

the induction assumption. This completes the proof that every element in F

has order < p .
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Now suppose that F is nonabelian. We assert that in this case Z(P) is the

unique normal subgroup of F of order p"~2. To see this, let 77 be a normal

subgroup of F with |77| = p"~2. If there exists z in Z(P)\H then (since z

has order p) |77(z)| — p"~x so there exists x in P\H(z). Since 77is normal

in F, 77(x) is a subgroup of order p"~x, hence abelian. If z £ H(x) then

z = hx', I < i <p , which forces x e H(z). Hence z £ 77(x) so H(x)(z) is

an abelian group of order p" , contrary to the assumption that F is nonabelian.

Hence Z(P) < 77. On the other hand, if there exists h in H\Z(P) then there

exists x in F\77 such that xh ^ hx (since 77 is abelian). But then 77(x) is

a nonabelian group of order pn~x. Hence 77 = Z(P), as asserted.

Still assuming F is nonabelian, let x, y e P map onto the basis of P/Z(P) =

Z/pZ x Z/pZ. Then F = Z(P)(x)(y) and xy ^ yx . However, xy = zyx for

some z e Z(F) which forces |(x, y)\ < p3 (as |x| = \y\ = \z\ = p). But then
(x, y) is abelian by hypothesis.

Lemma 6. Suppose F is hereditarily p-rigid. Let L be a p-extension of F

containing a primitive p2th root of unity.

(1) Every p-extension of L of degree p2 is a Galois extension.

(2) If K = L(<fd), d i LP, then K/Kp = (<fd)p x e(L/LP).
(3) If K is a finite p-extension of L then there exist ai, ... , ar in L such

that
KCL(on{fä~x,..., '75;).

Proof. (1) Let M/L be a p-extension of degree p2, let G = GL(p), and 77 =
Gm(p) ■ Then (G : 77) = p2 so there exists a homomorphism f : G —> Sp2 with

Kerf c 77 and whose image F is a p-subgroup of Spi. Then there exists a

Galois p-extension E/L containing M such that Ga\(E/L) = F. By Lemma

4(2), every subgroup of F of order p3 (if any) is abelian and by Lemma 5,

F is abelian. In particular, 77/Ker/ is a normal subgroup of F = G/Kerf,
whence 77 < G.

By (1) and Lemma 2, Gal(K/L) acts trivially on K/Kp so (2) follows from
Lemma 3.

To prove (3), we induct on [K : L]. Thus we can write K = M(Vd), with

d £MCL( "m\fo~x, ... , "mifd~s),        a, £ L,  m, > 0.

By (2) we may assume d = u"m{fäs with u £ L( 'my[ä\~, ... , pms~\fd~s) and by

the induction assumption

L( '"¿/ÖT, ... , ^fas)«fü) ÇLCk\fb~i,..., >k{fbt),        b¡eL.

Hence K ç L( ^\JcTx, ..., <fyâs, >k\fb¡, ..., >k{fbt).

Lemma 7. Assume \F/FP\ = p2. Then either GF(p) is a free pro-p-group (of
rank 2) or GF(p) has generators x, y and relation xyx~x — yq+x, where q = 0
or q = pm , m>\.

Proof. Choose generators [a], [b] for F/Fp. If (a, b) = 0 then (u,v) = 0

for all u, v in F and by the Merkurjev-Suslin theorem [MS], H2(GF(p)) — 0.
Hence GF(p) is a free pro-p-group in this case [S, 1-37].

If (a, b) ¿ 0 then the pairing HX(G) x HX(G) -» 772(C7), G = GF(p), is
necessarily nondegenerate so, again using Merkurjev-Suslin, G is a Demushkin
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group of rank 2 and by Demushkin's theorem [D], G has the generators and

relation described above.

Remark. Using Merkurjev and Suslin's result it is easy to show that the follow-

ing statements are equivalent (giving a p-analogue of [S, Proposition 5, II-7],

when F contains a primitive pth root of unity):

(a) GF(p) is a free pro-p-group.

(b) The p-primary part, Br(F)(p), of the Brauer group of F is trivial.

(c) Br(7cT)(p) = 0 for every p-extension K of F.

(d) For every p-extension K of F and every p-extension L of K, NL/K : L

-» K is surjective.

(e) For every cyclic extension K/F of degree p, N^/f ■ K —> F is surjective.

Proof of Theorem 1. (a) =>■ (b). Let L = F(p(p)) where, as before, p(p)

is the group of all p-power roots of unity. By Lemma 6, F(p) = L(p) =

L( p"\/d]\i £ I, n, > 0), where {[#,]}¡e/ is an Fp-basis for L/Lp. Since all
p-power roots of unity lie in L, Gal(F(p)/L) = Zp (direct product) and by

Lemma 1, Gal(L/F) s Zp or {1}.
(b) =>■ (c). Given an exact sequence as in (b) the commutator subgroup of

GF(p) must be contained in Zp .

(c) => (a). Suppose K is a p-extension of F and a, b are elements of K

with (a, b) = 0. If [b] £ (a)p then [a], [b] are independent over ¥p . Let M

be a maximal p-extension of K such that [a], [b] remain linearly independent

in M/Mp. We assert that M/Mp = (a)p x (b)p. Indeed, if c £ M\Mp then
L = M (iß) is a larger extension so there exists i, j (not both Omodp) such

that a'bj £ LP. Kummer theory implies that [a]'[¿>]; = [c]k in M/Mp with

0 < k < p and hence [c] £ (a) x (b). Thus the group Gm(p) has rank 2.

Since (a, b) - 0 the proof of Lemma 7 shows that Gm(p) is a free pro-p-

group. Let C be the commutator subgroup of Gm(p) ■ Since the factor group

Gm(p)/C is a free abelian pro-p-group of rank 2, C is a free pro-p-group of

infinite rank [S, Proposition 22, Corollary 3, 1-33, 1-37]. Since C is contained

in the commutator subgroup of GF(p) this contradicts (c).

A profinite group G is said to be metabelian if there is an exact sequence

1 —► .4 -> G —> 7? —> 1 of profinite groups with A and B abelian. It is clear

that G is metabelian iff its commutator subgroup is abelian.

Corollary 1. For the group G = Gf(p) the following statements are equivalent:

(a) G is not metabelian.

(b) G contains a free pro-p-subgroup of rank 2.

(c) G contains a free pro-p-subgroup of infinite rank.

Proof, (a) => (b). Let L = F(p(p)). If GL(p) is abelian then G is metabelian
so we can choose x, y in Gi(p) with xy ^ yx. If the pro-p-subgroup gener-

ated by x and y is not free then by Lemma 7 it is metabelian and hence by

Theorem 1 ((c) => (a) and the proof of (a) =>■ (b)) it is abelian.

(b) => (c). As noted in the proof of Theorem 1 (c) =>■ (a), the commutator

subgroup of a free pro-p-group of rank 2 is a free pro-p-group of infinite rank.

(b) =>■ (a). Choose 77 free of rank 2, 77 < G. Then the commutator

subgroup of 77 is contained in the commutator subgroup of G so the latter

cannot be abelian.
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Corollary 2. Assume G = Gp(p) has finite rankr.

(1)7/ rank 77 < r for all subgroups 77 then GF(p) is metabelian.

(2) If G is metabelian and F contains a primitive p2th root of unity then

rank 77 < r for all subgroups 77.

Proof. ( 1 ) follows from Corollary 1.
(2) We first show that the rank of 77 equals r, whenever (G : 77) is finite.

By induction it suffices to assume that (G : 77) = p . Then the result follows

from Theorem 1, (c) =>■ (a), and Lemma 6(2).

For the general case, suppose rank 77 > r. Then there exist r + 1 ¥p-

linearly independent elements [ax], ... , [ar+x] in L/Lp , where L is the fixed

field of 77. If K = F(ax, ... , ar+x) then Gk(p) has finite index in G and
rankGK(p) >r+\.

Corollary 3. If GF(p) is metabelian and rankGF(p) = r then

dimfpBrp(F) = r-^p±.

Proof. By the Merkurjev-Suslin theorem it suffices to show that if [ax], ... , [at]

are linearly independent in F/Fp then {(a¡, 0/)}¿<; is a linearly independent

subset of Br(F). If not, among all hereditarily p-rigid fields where this fails

choose one, F , with t minimal. Then there is a relation £¿< ftij(a¡, af) = 0

with f%ij £ ¥p, not all zero. Let K = F({/ä~t). Then [ax], ... , [at-X] remain

linearly independent in K/Kp so by the minimality of t, the set {(a¡, a¡)},

I < i < j < t, is linearly independent in Br(K). This forces rty = 0 for

1 < i < j < t and we are left with J2i<t «,,(a,, at) = 0 in Br(F) ; i.e.,

(anxu ■ ■ ■ ant'sx-' ,a,) = 0. Since F is p-rigid this implies [anxu ■ ■ ■ a"^''] £ (at)p

contrary to the linear independence of [ax], ... , [at].

Remark. In Theorem 4, this corollary will be generalized under the additional

assumption that F contains a primitive p2th root of unity.

Theorem 2. Assume GF(p) is a metabelian pro-p-group. If F contains a prim-

itive p2th root of unity then GF(p) has generators {y,, x},6/ with relations

y¡y¡ = y ¡y i and xy¡x~x = yq¡+x where q = 0, if f contains all p-power roots of

unity, or q = p" , where n is the largest integer such that F contains a primitive

p"th root of unity.

Proof. If F contains all pmth roots of unity, m > 0, this follows as in

the proof of Theorem 1, (a) =*- (b). Otherwise, by Lemma 6(3), F(p) —

F((on+j, "m<ßi\j = 1, 2, ... , i £ I, m, > 0) where {[co„], [o,]};e/ is an ¥p-

basis for F/Fp and the cd¿ are chosen so that ojx = co and ofk - cok_x (as
in the proof of Lemma 1). Thus we can define a set of generators {y,, x,};e/

for GF(p) as follows:

x((on+j) = coi++).      9 = p" . J > i ;      *( PV^¡) = p7¿¡,

y,( "75") = com >W>,   y¡( °Wk) = pWk  if * # i,

y¡(oJm) = (Jim   for all m > 1.

It is readily verified that the set {y,, x},6/ satisfies the given relations.
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Remark. One should be able to remove the assumption on the existence of a

p2th root of unity. However the use of Lemma 6(3) seems to be crucial for the
above proof.

A profinite group G is solvable if there exists a chain of (closed) subgroups

{1} = 770 ç Hx C ■■ • ç Hn = G with 77, < 77,+i and 77,+I/77, abelian.

Theorem 3. The following statements are equivalent:
(a) GF(p) is solvable.
(b) GF(p) is metabelian.

(c) GF(p) does not contain a free, nonabelian subgroup.

Proof. The equivalence of (b) and (c) is contained in Corollary 1 to Theorem

1. It remains to prove (a) =$■ (b). Assume G = GF(p) is solvable. By induc-
tion we may assume G has subgroups 77!, 772 such that Hx <\ H2, H2 < G

and 77i, 772/77], t7/772 are abelian. By Theorem 1, the fixed field F2 of 772 is
hereditarily p-rigid. Let L = F(p(p)) and let L2 = F2L. Then L2 is heredi-

tarily p-rigid so (because p(p) ç L2) C7¿2(p) is abelian. Moreover, there exists
an injective homomorphism Gl(p)/Gl2(p) '-* GF(p)/GFl(p) = G/H2. Hence

Gi(p) is metabelian and L is hereditarily p-rigid. Since p(p) ç L, Gx(p) is
abelian, whence GF(p) is metabelian.

Let T = Z(/) (direct sum) to be totally ordered group obtained by totally or-
dering the set 7 and then using the usual lexicographic ordering. Let F((T)) =

{/: T -* F|supp(/) is well ordered} be the (henselian) generalized formal
power series field. If |7| = n then F((T)) can be identified with the field
of iterated power series F((xi)) • • • ((x„)).

Corollary. F satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 if and only if F ((T)) does.

Proof. Let K = F((T)). From valuation theory there is an exact sequence

\-+lfp^GK(p)-*GF(p)-*\

where Zlp is identified with GK„,(p), where Knr is the maximal nonrami-

fied extension of K inside K(p). Hence G%(p) metabelian implies GF(p)

metabelian. On the other hand, if GF(p) is metabelian then Gk(p) is solvable
and Theorem 3 applies.

Example. Given any pro-p-group G with generators and relations as described
in Theorem 2, there is a field F with GF(p) = G:

Let r be a prime with r = 1 (modp), let K = ¥r(co„) where con is a

primitive p"th root of unity (resp., K = ¥r(p)) and let F = K((T)), T = Z(/).

Theorem 4. Assume G = GF(p) is solvable and F contains a primitive p2th

root of unity. If rank G = n then for k>0, dimF¡, Hk(G) = (£) (where (nk) = 0
ifk>n).

Proof. We proceed by induction on n. By Theorem 2 there is an abelian

subgroup A of rank n - 1 such that G/N = Zp. The Lyndon-Hochschild-
Serre spectral sequence satisfies

E['s = Hr(G/N, HS(N)) =*• Hr+S(G).

Since G/N =■ Zp, Er2's = 0 for r ¿ 0, 1. Hence as in [R], third quadrant

version of Lemma 11.36, p. 349, there is an exact sequence

0 -» Ti''*"1 - 77*(C7) -> E\'k ^ 0.
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We assert that G/N acts trivially on HX(N) (and hence on Hm(N) for

any m > 1). The action of G/N on T7'(A) = Hom(A, Z/pZ) is given by
(cT'f)(x) = f(a~xxa), for a £ G, x £ A. By Theorem 2, a~xxa = x"+x,

where either q = 0 or q — p' for some /. Thus f(a~xxa) = f(xq+x) =

(q + 1 )/(T) = /(t) , proving the assertion.

Hence, F2°'fc = H°(G/N, Hk(N)) = 77fc(A) and

Ex2'k~x = Hom(C7/A, Hk-X(N)) £* Hom(Z„ , Hk~x(N)) 2 Hk~x(N).

Therefore the above sequence becomes

0 - Hk~x(N) -> Hk(G) -» 77fc(A) -» 0.

By the induction assumption (and the previous example), dimFj) Hm(N) -

(""'). Hence

^ *«,=(»:¡)+(Y)-®.
Corollary. IF/í/j ;/ze assumptions in Theorem 4, the cohomology ring H*(G) —

JJA:>077fc(C7) is isomorphic to the exterior algebra over ¥p with generators xx,

..., xn .

Remark. If p = 2 the foregoing argument, together with [JW, Theorem 2.3, and

Lemma 4.1], shows that 77* (G) is isomorphic to the (commutative) polynomial

ring ¥2[xx, ... , xn] modulo the ideal generated by x2, ... , x2.
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